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dp-S is an experimental, all analogue, no computer project 
focused around Patrick Pulsinger (Vienna) and Werner 
Dafeldecker (Berlin). The heart of the sound is a circuit comprising 
acoustic double-bass connected to a powerful analogue system 
formant modular synthesizer. Wooden acoustic sound feeds filters 
and oscillators and triggers waveforms, envelopes and gates.  
 
Dafeldecker & Pulsinger have been performing with this system 
on-stage and in the studio since 2003. They have played in the 
USA, China, Poland, Spain, Germany & Austria with great 
success. Conjecture brings together the highlights of several 
improvised recording sessions and features guest appearances by 
John Tilbury (piano) & Sir Alice (voice), both respected 
musicians, experienced in the field of avant-garde improvisation. 
On stand-out cut S-08, Parisian Sir Alice delivers a raw vocal that 
transforms the dark analogue pulse into a sultry minimal club track. 
 
The simplicity & purity of the dp-S electro-acoustic loop creates a 
unique and organic sound that ranges from fragile to infernal. 
BigBeak Recordings are proud to present Conjecture, a hard-
ambient masterpiece and a deep and rewarding listening 
experience. 
 
 
Conjecture is a speculation based on signs and sounds. The 
output does not reveal the input, but makes you want to explore its 
possibilities. 
 
 
“Hypnotically beautiful, full of strange broken rhythms, sudden 
sweeping ascents of pitch, measured silences.” Greg Egan 
 
 
 
 

cd tracklisting: key selling points: 
01. S-03 
02. S-01 
03. S-08 (with sir alice) 
 
04. S-05 
05. S-13 
06. S-10 (with sir alice, john tilbury) 
07. S-14 
08. S-04 
09. S-06 
 
10. S-11 (with john tilbury, digital only) 

Patrick Pulsinger has worked as producer for/with Trio Exclusiv, 
BulBul, Patrick Wolf, Mark Stewart, DJ Hell and has remixed  
David Holmes, Grace Jones, Pet Shop Boys, lamb, Die 
Goldenen Zitronen, 100 Hz, Justice, anti pop consortium + 
many more. Previous releases on labels such as cheap records, 
Mo-wax, Gigolo +many more. 
Werner Dafeldecker is a renowned musician who has worked with 
David Sylvian, Harold Budd, Eugene Chadbourne amongst 
many others & has had releases on labels such as kranky, 
staubgold, morr music. 
dp-S is currently the main interest of both musicians & will be 
extensively touring internationally to promote Conjecture.  
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